Introduction {#S0001}
============

Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs), including anti--programmed cell death-1 (anti-PD-1) and anti--programmed death-ligand 1 (anti-PD-L1) blockade, are successful in achieving long-term overall survival (OS) for advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients.^[1](#CIT0001)−[6](#CIT0006)^ However, only a subset of patients responded to single-agent ICIs.^[7](#CIT0007),[8](#CIT0008)^ PD-L1 expression and tumor mutational burden (TMB) serve as biomarkers for selecting the candidates who might benefit from ICIs.^[9](#CIT0009),[10](#CIT0010)^ TMB analysis using circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), also known as blood-based TMB (bTMB), has become an attractive method considering that not all NSCLC patients could provide adequate tumor tissue for biomarker analysis. However, whether bTMB could predict survival for patients receiving immunotherapy has been debated. Gandara et al. demonstrated that high bTMB (≥16 mutations/Mb) was associated with significant improvement in progression-free survival (PFS) from atezolizumab in NSCLC.^[11](#CIT0011)^ However, a prospective, phase II, B-F1RST study only showed a trend toward a PFS benefit (hazard ratio (HR) = 0.66; 90% confidence interval (CI): 0.42--1.02; *P* = .12) and an OS benefit (HR = 0.77; 90% CI: 0.41--1.43; *P* = .48).^[12](#CIT0012)^

Cancer is a genetic disease, and multiple genetic mutations may lead to resistance to therapy, including immunotherapy.^[13](#CIT0013)^ Recent studies revealed that bTMB reflected overall tumor burden.^[11](#CIT0011),[14](#CIT0014)^ Therefore, we hypothesized that 1) there might be a non-linear association between bTMB and survival in patients receiving ICIs, 2) patients with low bTMB, just like patients with high bTMB, may also have longer PFS and OS than those with medium bTMB.

Results {#S0002}
=======

Clinical characteristics of the patient population {#S0002-S2001}
--------------------------------------------------

A total of 144 patients and 425 patients were randomly assigned to receive atezolizumab in POPLAR and OAK trials, respectively. Among these patients, 29 patients and 101 patients were ineligible for bTMB analysis. Finally, 105 patients and 324 patients were enrolled in the training set and the validation set, respectively ([Figure 1](#F0001)). Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics were similar in the substudies and the whole POPLAR and OAK trials (eTables 1 and 2). Except for age and line of therapy, no significant difference was observed between the training and validation sets, including median PFS, OS, objective response rate (ORR), disease control rate (DCR), and durable clinical benefit (DCB) (eTable 3). The median follow-up was 14.8 months for the training set and 21 months for the validation set.10.1080/2162402X.2020.1731072-F0001Figure 1.Study flowchart. 105 patients and 324 patients were enrolled in the training set and the validation set. MSAF, maximum somatic allele frequency.

Prognostic value of bTMB in the training set {#S0002-S2002}
--------------------------------------------

The restricted cubic spline (RCS) models showed non-linear associations between the level of bTMB and HR for PFS and OS (*P* ~non-linearity~ \< 0.001; eFigure 1). X-tile was used to determine the optimal cutoff values of bTMB. The optimal cutoff values were 7 mutations/Mb and 14 mutations/Mb which showed the most significant prognostic effects in predicting PFS (eFigure 2) and OS (eFigure 3). The clinical characteristics for the low (≤7 mutations/Mb), medium (8--13 mutations/Mb), and high bTMB (≥14 mutations/Mb) subgroups were shown in eTable 4. Low and high bTMB were associated with longer PFS and OS ([Figure 2](#F0002)). The results remained significant in multivariate analyses, after adjusting for clinical and pathologic factors (PFS: low vs. medium: HR 0.367; 95% CI 0.212--0.637; *P* \< .001; high vs. medium: HR 0.207; 95% CI 0.105--0.410; *P* \< .001; OS: low vs. medium: HR 0.441; 95% CI 0.239--0.814; *P* = .009; high vs. medium: HR 0.336; 95% CI 0.161--0.704; *P* = .004) (eTable 5). Both low and high bTMB were significantly associated with higher DCR and DCB (eFigure 4).10.1080/2162402X.2020.1731072-F0002Figure 2.Overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS) in training set.(a) Kaplan--Meier estimates of PFS in low, medium, and high bTMB subgroups in training set. (b) Kaplan--Meier estimates of OS in low, medium, and high bTMB subgroups in training set.

Prognostic value of bTMB in the validation set {#S0002-S2003}
----------------------------------------------

The RCS analysis revealed a non-linear relationship between bTMB and HR for PFS and OS (eFigure 5). The non-linear relationship was statistically significant (*P* ~non-linearity~ \< 0.001). The cutoff values of bTMB were applied to the validation set. The demographic and disease characteristics at baseline were shown in eTable 6. For patients receiving atezolizumab, both PFS and OS were longer among patients with low and high bTMB than those with medium bTMB ([Figure 3](#F0003)). In the multivariate Cox proportional hazard regression model, the association between bTMB and survival remained significant (eTable 7). Although DCB was similar among bTMB subgroups, both low and high bTMB were significantly associated with higher DCR (eFigure 6).10.1080/2162402X.2020.1731072-F0003Figure 3.Overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS) in validation set.(a) Kaplan--Meier estimates of PFS in low, medium, and high bTMB subgroups in validation set. (b) Kaplan--Meier estimates of OS in low, medium, and high bTMB subgroups in validation set

Prognostic value of bTMB in the combined set {#S0002-S2004}
--------------------------------------------

In the combined set, we found that both low and high bTMB significantly predicted longer PFS and OS in multivariate Cox analysis (eFigure 7 and eTable 8). Again, we observed that both low and high bTMB were associated with higher DCR and DCB (eFigure 8). Additionally, patients with low bTMB had the highest proportion of stable disease (low vs. medium vs. high: 44.5% vs. 21.6%: 32.5%; eFigure 8). The proportion of patients with an objective response was similar between low and medium bTMB subgroups (12.1% vs. 12.6%). However, median duration of response in low bTMB subgroup was notably longer than that in medium bTMB subgroup (not reached vs. 10.38 months, HR 0.356; 95% CI 0.140--0.906; *P* = .030; eFigure 9). In the multivariate logistic regression analysis, we found that low and high bTMB status were significantly associated with DCB (eTable 9).

Since *EGFR* mutated and *ALK* rearrangement patients may have lower bTMB and better outcome, we performed the analysis again after excluding these patients. PFS and OS were significantly longer in the low and high bTMB groups than in the medium bTMB group (data not shown).

Collectively, these results suggested that NSCLC patients with low and high bTMB had better prognosis compared to those with medium bTMB.

Mutations in specific genes associated with response and prognosis to atezolizumab {#S0002-S2005}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Genetic variants and clinical characteristics differed between low, medium, and high bTMB groups (eFigure 10). We first evaluated if gene mutations were associated with response and clinical benefit to atezolizumab in low and medium bTMB subgroups. Mutations of *TP53* and *KEAP1* were seen predominantly in patients with shorter PFS, shorter OS, and NDB (all FDR *q* \< 0.05; eFigure 11). *STK11* mutations were enriched in patients with shorter PFS (FDR *q* = 0.040; eFigure 11).

Next, we analyzed gene mutations to nominate additional mediators of response or resistance in medium and high bTMB subgroups. Alterations in *ATM* were enriched in patients with complete or partial response, stable disease, DCB, longer PFS, and OS (eFigure 12). However, all these observations did not pass FDR correction. Among the high bTMB patients with tumor having an *ATM* mutation, PFS (HR 0.520; 95% CI 0.310--0.870; *P* = .013) and OS (HR 0.500; 95% CI 0.280--0.090; *P* = .019) strongly favored treatment with atezolizumab vs. those without an *ATM* mutation (eTable 10). The interaction *P* values for atezolizumab vs. docetaxel treatment were positive for PFS (*P* = .040) and marginally significant for OS (*P* = .050), indicating that the presence of an *ATM* mutation may predict better outcomes with atezolizumab in the high bTMB subgroup (eTable 10).

Impact of bTMB in high PD-L1 expression set {#S0002-S2006}
-------------------------------------------

We next explored whether the PFS and OS with atezolizumab in high PD-L1 expression population differed in different bTMB subgroups. Because ICIs significantly improved PFS and OS of the patients harboring a high PD-L1 expression,^[4](#CIT0004),[5](#CIT0005),[9](#CIT0009)^ X-tile was used to determine new optimal cutoff values in this population (n = 59). We found that 12 mutations/Mb and 19 mutations/Mb were the optimal cutoff values. Patients with low and high bTMB had longer PFS and OS compared with patients with medium bTMB (eTable 11).

Discussion {#S0003}
==========

Our exploratory analysis observed PFS and OS on atezolizumab by bTMB status of advanced NSCLC. We found that bTMB was non-linearly related to PFS and OS among NSCLC patients receiving atezolizumab. The prognosis was better with atezolizumab in both low and high bTMB populations than that in medium bTMB population.

There were some potential explanations for the non-linear relationship between bTMB and survival. First, Cabel et al. suggested that baseline ctDNA was associated with tumor burden and could be a prognostic factor in patients with metastatic cancer receiving ICIs.^[15](#CIT0015)^ We found a positive correlation between the longest baseline diameters and the bTMB score in this study (eFigure 13). Thus, bTMB may serve as a surrogate for tumor burden and low bTMB could be associated with better prognosis. Second, highly mutated tumors are more likely to produce neoantigens, which may be associated with increased tumor immunogenicity and response to ICIs.^[16](#CIT0016)^ Third, we found that low bTMB patients had higher stable disease rate and longer duration of response than medium bTMB patients. Recent studies reported that *KEAP1* and *STK11* mutations were associated with low tumor inflammation and T cell-inflamed gene expression profile.^[17](#CIT0017),[18](#CIT0018)^ In this study, medium bTMB patients had higher proportion of *KEAP1* and *STK11* mutations than those in low bTMB patients, which could be the reason why these patients were lack of benefit. However, if the apparent decrease of bTMB was due to including population of low tumor burden, this phenomenon may influence the detection of *KEAP1* and *STK11* mutations in low bTMB. Last, besides a lower number of mutations, low bTMB may correspond to low tumor shedding.

B-F1RST trial is conducted to answer whether the prespecified bTMB cutoff (16 mutations/Mb) can predict for the improved clinical outcome with atezolizumab. However, patients at this prespecified bTMB cutoff only had numerical benefit for PFS and OS.^[12](#CIT0012)^ Two possible reasons might explain this result. First, tumor mutational burden is dynamic and could be changed after treatments. While OAK and POPLAR trials included patients with previously treated NSCLC, B-F1RST was designed for treatment-naive NSCLC. Therefore, bTMB cutoff derived from previously treated patients may not be applicable for patients in the first-line treatment. Second, we inferred that low bTMB patients could obtain much more clinical benefit from first-line atezolizumab treatment than medium bTMB patients because of lower tumor burden and lower frequency of *KEAP1* and *STK11* mutations. Thus, the treatment effect would be overestimated if medium bTMB patients were not distinguished from low bTMB ones.

Recently, Chea et al. indicated that higher ctDNA TMB was significantly correlated with shorter PFS and OS among patients treated with ICIs.^[14](#CIT0014)^ Guardant360 (68-gene and 70-gene panels) NGS was used in their study. They suggested that Guardant360-based bTMB may only reflect tumor burden and more mutations should be included in the panels to reflect bTMB accurately.^[14](#CIT0014)^ Wang et al. designed an NCC-GP150 (150-gene panel) NGS and found that higher bTMB estimated by NCC-GP150 was associated with superior PFS in patients with NSCLC treated with ICIs.^[19](#CIT0019)^ However, Buchhalter et al. suggested that panels between 1.5 and 3 Mb were good to estimate tissue TMB (tTMB), whereas smaller panels tend to produce imprecise tTMB estimates for low to moderate tTMB.^[20](#CIT0020)^ Thus, we inferred that NCC-GP150 might not be good at distinguishing low and medium bTMB patients. Furthermore, Budczies et al. found the inherent imprecision of panel-based tTMB estimates drastically increased for panel sizes \<1 Mb and recommended a novel three-tier tTMB classification scheme to reduce the likelihood of misclassification.^[21](#CIT0021)^ Therefore, large NGS panels (at least 1 Mb) with three-tier bTMB classification scheme might be considered in the future studies, although the influence of panel size in bTMB is still needed to be assessed in future.

The optimal cutoff points for tTMB and bTMB may vary across tumor types, platforms, and ICIs. The median TMB ranged widely across cancer types.^[22](#CIT0022)^ In addition, there is a lack of standardization for TMB calculation and different platforms may report different TMB scores. Furthermore, different ICIs have different treatment effects in different cancer types.

Some mutations such as *KEAP1, STK11*, and *ATM* mutations were associated with the effectiveness of ICIs.^[17](#CIT0017),[18](#CIT0018),[23](#CIT0023)^ In this study, we also found *KEAP1* and *STK11* mutations were significantly associated with worse prognosis in low and medium bTMB groups. The medium and high bTMB group failed FDR correction although some genes mutations were enriched. Miao et al. suggested that detection of an ICI-related response mutation (approximately 1% frequency), even if highly specific, required thousands of patients.^[24](#CIT0024)^ Therefore, larger scale cohorts are needed to find the response-associated mutations. Alterations in DNA damage response and repair (DDR) genes were associated with improved clinical outcomes in PD-1/PD-L1 blockade-treated metastatic urothelial carcinoma.^[23](#CIT0023)^ In this study, we observed that *ATM* alterations might predict clinical benefit among high bTMB NSCLC patients treated with atezolizumab. This finding should be validated in other studies.

High PD-L1 expression was associated with high ORR and longer OS of immunotherapy.^[2](#CIT0002),[4](#CIT0004),[5](#CIT0005)^ However, not all patients with high PD-L1 expression gained benefit from ICIs. We found that patients with high PD-L1 expression and medium bTMB had significantly shorter PFS and OS, suggesting that a combination of bTMB and PD-L1 expression may better predict prognosis to ICIs.

Recently, Bristol-Myers Squibb has withdrawn its marketing application for nivolumab plus low-dose ipilimumab for the first-line treatment of NSCLC patients with tTMB of at least 10 mutations/Mb. The data showed no difference in OS compared with chemotherapy between patients whose tumors had high or low levels of tTMB. Gandara et al. found a positive correlation between tTMB and bTMB.^[11](#CIT0011)^ Thus, it is reasonable to see whether there is also a non-linear association between tTMB and OS in NSCLC patients with ICIs.

The agreement between the tTMB and the bTMB was an important issue. In Gandara et al. paper, they found that lower maximum somatic allele frequency (MSAF) was associated with higher discordance.^[11](#CIT0011)^ Samples with lower MSAF tended to underestimate bTMB and MSAF ≥ 1% was necessary to accurately and reproducibly call bTMB scores. Thus, patients with a low MSAF of \<1% were excluded from this study.

Previous OAK and POPLAR studies demonstrated an overall better outcome for patients receiving atezolizumab compared to docetaxel. The majority of evaluable patients (94%) had a bTMB interval of 0--30 mutations/Mb. Through assessing the relationship between bTMB and prognosis, we surprisingly observed a non-linear relationship. Patients with a bTMB interval of 8--14 mutations/Mb, accounting for approximately 20% of the overall population, were categorized into the median bTMB population base on the statistical analysis (X-tile software). We speculate that this result should be further validated with a larger sample size and more sophisticated methods.

There were four implications of this work for future research of bTMB. First, the findings of this work should be confirmed in B-F1RST study. Second, more studies are needed to explore if the non-linear association between bTMB and survival exists in other cancer types and ICIs. Third, the role of bTMB should be determined in new treatment patterns, such as combined chemo/immunotherapy. Last, it would be interesting to explore the non-linear association with other methodologies, such as whole-exome sequencing.

This study has several limitations. First, a moderate sample size limited the power to draw a definite conclusion. Second, the follow-up time was relatively short, which precluded the assessment of long-term survival analysis. Third, we could not assess the association between bTMB and survival in patients with liver or brain metastases due to the incomplete information about the metastasis site. Last, not all blood samples can pass the quality control and be used to calculate bTMB.

In summary, our study showed that bTMB was non-linearly associated with PFS and OS in NSCLC patient receiving atezolizumab. The findings indicated that both low and high bTMB were favorable prognostic factors of atezolizumab.

Patients and methods {#S0004}
====================

Study design and patient population {#S0004-S2001}
-----------------------------------

POPLAR trial and OAK trial included patients with histologically confirmed squamous or non-squamous NSCLC with progression after at least one platinum-based chemotherapy. Eligibility criteria for POPLAR and OAK have been previously described.^[4](#CIT0004),[5](#CIT0005)^ In brief, eligible patients were 18 years or older, had measurable disease per Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors version 1.1 (RECIST v1.1), and had an Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status (ECOG PS) of 0 or 1. Patients with *EGFR* mutations or an *ALK* fusion oncogene were required to have received previous tyrosine kinase inhibitor therapy. Atezolizumab was given as an intravenous 1200 mg fixed dose every 3 weeks; docetaxel was given intravenously at 75 mg/m^2^ every 3 weeks. Tumor assessments, according to RECIST v1.1, were performed at baseline, then every 6 weeks until week 36 and every 9 weeks thereafter, until disease progression. Our study was conducted without institutional review board approval, because all the clinical and genetic data were obtained from a recently published study by Gandara et al.^[11](#CIT0011)^ This research complied with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Outcomes {#S0004-S2002}
--------

PFS was defined as the time from randomization to disease progression or death from any cause. OS was defined as the time from randomization to death from any cause. DCB was defined as OS that last more than 12 months, and no durable benefit (NDB) was defined as OS that last less than 12 months.

Sample collection and genetic analysis {#S0004-S2003}
--------------------------------------

Patients included in POPLAR and OAK were needed to have archival blood samples available for exploratory assessment of tumor biomarkers. Thus, collection of blood samples was prearranged. Cell-free DNA was extracted from these blood samples. The blood genetic analysis has been previously described.^[11](#CIT0011)^ FoundationOne next-generation sequencing (NGS) assay was conducted on hybridization-capture libraries for 1.1 Mb coding region of 315 cancer-related genes. The bTMB score was determined by identifying all base substitutions present at an allele frequency of ≥0.5% and filtering out germline mutations by comparing against the dbSNP and ExAC databases.^[11](#CIT0011)^

PD-L1 testing {#S0004-S2004}
-------------

PD-L1 expression was evaluated with the VENTANA SP142 PD-L1 immunohistochemistry assay (Ventana Medical Systems, Inc., Tucson, AZ, USA). High PD-L1 expression was defined as PD-L1 expression on 50% or more of tumor cells and was defined as 10% or more of tumor-infiltrating immune cells.^[4](#CIT0004)^

Statistical analysis {#S0004-S2005}
--------------------

To examine the non-linear relationship between bTMB and survival, we used restricted cubic spline analysis in the Cox proportional hazard model,^[25](#CIT0025)^ with predefined knots at the 5th, 35th, 65th, and 95th percentile of bTMB.^[26](#CIT0026)^ Spline regression fits smooth polynomial functions between predefined knots on a graph and joins them in a piecewise manner. Splines could be used to produce a non-linear model between a continuous prognostic variable (e.g., bTMB) and an outcome (e.g., HR of PFS or OS). Optimal cutoff points for bTMB were determined using X-tile software version 3.6.1 (Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT, USA). X-tile software is good for defining cut-points for U-shaped distributions (e.g., where both the high and low subpopulations do better or worse than the middle population).^[27](#CIT0027)^ We used Mann--Whitney *U* test and Kruskal--Wallis test to compare the difference between two and three groups, respectively. The Fisher exact test was used to assess categorical variables. The OS and PFS were calculated using the Kaplan--Meier method. A Cox proportional hazard regression model was used to calculate HRs and 95% CIs. Assessment of enrichment of binary molecular features (e.g., wild-type or mutant gene) with response (e.g., complete or partial response versus progressive disease) and HR of survival (e.g., PFS and OS) was done with Fisher's exact tests and Cox proportional hazard regression, respectively. Correction for multiple-hypothesis testing was done controlling for false discovery rate (FDR) by the Benjamini--Hochberg method.^[28](#CIT0028)^ Logistic regression was performed to assess the correlations between clinical variables and DCB, with the results showed as odds ratios (ORs) and 95%CIs. All analyses were conducted with R (version 3.3.1). A two-sided *P* value of 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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